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Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies (DMD and BMD) are X-linked recessive neuromuscular disorders
caused by mutations in the dystrophin gene affecting approximately 1 in 3,500 males. The human dystrophin
gene spans42,200 kb, or roughly 0.1% of the genome, and is composed of 79 exons. The mutational spectrum
of disease-causing alleles, including exonic copy number variations (CNVs), is complex. Deletions account
for approximately 65% of DMD mutations and 85% of BMD mutations. Duplications occur in approximately 6
to 10% of males with either DMD or BMD. The remaining 30 to 35% of mutations consist of small deletions,
insertions, point mutations, or splicing mutations, most of which introduce a premature stop codon. Laboratory
analysis of dystrophin can be used to confirm a clinical diagnosis of DMD, characterize the type of dystrophin
mutation, and perform prenatal testing and carrier testing for females. Current dystrophin diagnostic
assays involve a variety of methodologies, including multiplex PCR, Southern blot analysis, multiplex ligation-
dependent probe amplification (MLPA), detection of virtually all mutations-SSCP (DOVAM-S), and
single condition amplification/internal primer sequencing (SCAIP); however, these methods are time-
consuming, laborious, and do not accurately detect duplication mutations in the dystrophin gene. Furthermore,
carrier testing in females is often difficult when a related affected male is unavailable. Here we describe
the development, design, validation, and implementation of a high-resolution comparative genomic
hybridization (CGH) microarray-based approach capable of accurately detecting both deletions and duplications
in the dystrophin gene. This assay can be readily adopted by clinical molecular testing laboratories and
represents a rapid, cost-effective approach for screening a large gene, such as dystrophin. Hum Mutat 0,1–9,
2008. rr 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies (DMD; MIM]
310200 and BMD; MIM] 300376) are X-linked recessive
neuromuscular disorders affecting approximately 1 in 3,500 and 1
in 30,000 live male births, respectively [Mehler, 2000]. DMD and
BMD are both characterized by progressive symmetrical muscular
weakness, often with calf hypertrophy. DMD symptoms typically
appear before age 5 years, with wheelchair dependency seen by age
12 years. Patients usually succumb to the disorder by their late
teenage years or early 20 s. For BMD, symptoms have a much later
age of onset, and wheelchair dependency, if present, typically
occurs after the age of 16 years. More than 90% of BMD patients
are still alive in their 20 s [Kunkel et al., 1986; Mehler, 2000].

Both DMD and BMD are caused by mutations in the dystrophin
gene, which is the largest human gene, spanning42,200 kb on the
X chromosome and occupying roughly 0.1% of the genome. The
gene is composed of 79 exons that together account for only 0.6%
of its sequence [Koenig et al., 1987]. The extremely large size of
the dystrophin gene leads to a complex mutational spectrum [Buzin
et al., 2005; White et al., 2006; White and den Dunnen, 2006].

Previous reports suggest that large deletions account for
approximately 65% of DMD mutations and 85% of BMD
mutations. Duplications occur in roughly 6 to 10% of males with

either DMD or BMD. The remaining mutations are small
deletions, insertions, point mutations, or splicing mutations, most
of which introduce premature stop codons [Mendell et al., 2001;
Prior and Bridgeman, 2005]. Unlike the large deletions that cluster
in just two regions of the dystrophin gene, small deletions and point
mutations appear to be evenly distributed throughout. To date,
501 deletions, 84 duplications, and 989 point mutations have been
documented in the dystrophin gene (Leiden muscular dystrophy
database; www.dmd.nl).

The current methodologies used for detecting mutations in the
dystrophin gene include multiplex PCR, Southern blotting [Stock-
ley et al., 2006], multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification
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(MLPA) [Gatta et al., 2005; Janssen et al., 2005; Schwartz and
Duno, 2004], detection of virtually all mutations-SSCP (DO-
VAM-S) [Buzin et al., 2000, 2005; Liu et al., 1999], denaturing
high-performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) [Bennett
et al., 2001], single condition amplification/internal primer
sequencing (SCAIP) [Flanigan et al., 2003], and Sanger sequen-
cing [Hamed and Hoffman, 2006; Stockley et al., 2006].

Multiplex PCR tests the most commonly deleted regions of the
dystrophin gene; the original multiplex PCR only tested for about
20 out of the 79 total regions and could not test for duplications.
Recent technical improvements now allow for the assay of all 79
exons using more than one multiplex reaction in males. Whereas
deletion detection is fairly robust with this approach, small
deletions and most duplications remain difficult to pick up.
Moreover, the precise boundaries of a deletion cannot be identified
to determine the reading frame. Female carriers are also difficult to
identify by this method. Southern blotting can reveal large
dystrophin gene deletions and duplications in males; however,
Southern blotting is time-consuming, requires hazardous reagents,
and is limited to only relatively large deletions/duplications.
Although Southern blotting can sometimes detect female carriers,
its sensitivity is generally low. MLPA is used to detect both
deletions and duplications of coding regions of the dystrophin gene:
however, finding duplications in males and some deletions in
females is difficult. Single-exon deletions must be confirmed by a
second method (such as multiplex PCR or sequencing), because
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in some regions tested
will appear falsely as deletions. Most of these methods are suitable
for detecting mutations in males. Testing for females is problematic
with all these approaches, especially testing for deletions and
duplications. Moreover, duplications are not easily detected by
these methods for either sex.

Microarray-based genomic analysis has revolutionized cytoge-
netics [Gunn et al., 2007; Shaffer and Bejjani, 2006]. Recently,
BAC arrays have been replaced in some applications by
oligonucleotide arrays, which have proved to be robust and
sensitive. Oligonucleotide arrays are known to be extremely
effective in the detection of known and new microdeletion
syndromes [Gunn et al., 2007].

Here we describe the development and validation of a targeted,
high-density oligonucleotide comparative genomic hybridization
(CGH) microarray that permits a high-resolution analysis of the
dystrophin gene. The CGH can identify not only deletions and
duplications, but also previously unidentified deep intronic
mutations. Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of the
CGH array allow accurate testing for females. Thus our findings
establish a CGH approach as the superior clinical laboratory test.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS
Validation Samples

A retrospective analysis of 29 patient samples was performed for
validation (Table 1). These previously characterized samples were
obtained from the Emory Genetics Laboratory, the Oregon Health
and Science University (OHSU) DNA Diagnostic Laboratory
(Portland, OR), and LabPLUS (Auckland, New Zealand). Samples
were characterized using multiplex PCR of 32 exons and Southern
blotting. These included 15 male patients, 11 with deletions and
four with duplications in the dystrophin gene. Also included were
14 female samples, 12 with deletions and two with duplications.
The technician performing the analysis was blinded to patient data
for all samples.

Clinical Samples

Following this validation, prospective studies were performed on
samples from patients referred for DMD or BMD evaluation based
on clinical presentation and family history (Table 1).

Case Study

A blood sample from a 4-year-old male was sent to our laboratory
for microarray-based molecular testing. We identified a deletion
mutation encompassing exons 8–13 (c.831-?_16021?del) and subse-
quently sent the mother’s sample for carrier testing. All results were
confirmed by MLPA and sequencing. The MLPA kit was obtained
from MRC-Holland (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and the assay
was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Exon 13
sequencing was performed using standard Sanger sequencing with the
primers in Table 2.

CGHHigh-Density dystrophin Array Design

NimbleGen Systems (Madison, WI) manufactures high-density
DNA arrays based on its proprietary Maskless Array Synthesizer
(MAS) technology. The arrays have long oligonucleotides
(�50–75mer) to ensure greater sensitivity and specificity. A
custom-designed 385 K array was used for detecting deletions and
duplications in the dystrophin gene. The array has 4,115 internal
control probes and 385,474 probes spanning the 2,222,000 bases of
the dystrophin gene on chromosome X: 31,046,000–33,268,000. Probe
lengths range from 45 to 60 bases with isothermal melting
temperature (Tm) across the array. The average spacing between
probes is 5 bases. The vast number of probes permits oversampling of
the region (Fig. 1).

CGH Protocol and Analysis

DNA was extracted from patient samples using the Puregene DNA
Extraction Kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Male and female wild-type control DNA
was obtained from Promega (Madison, WI). Each patient and
reference DNA sample was sonicated such that fragment size was
between 500 and 2,000 bases, as verified on a 1% agarose gel. Patient
and reference DNA samples were labeled using Klenow enzyme (New
England Biolabs [NEB], Ipswich, MA) and Cy3 or Cy5 9mer wobble
primers (TriLink BioTechnologies, San Diego, CA), respectively. After
labeling, each sample was purified by isopropanol precipitation and
reconstituted in ultrapure water. Next, we combined 13 mg of labeled
patient and reference DNA, and the products were desiccated in a
vacufuge (Savant DNA 120, Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), then
resuspended in appropriate hybridization buffer, along with Cy3 and
Cy5 control creatinine phosphokinase 6 (CPK6) 50mer oligonucleo-
tides. This mixture was hybridized to the array for 16–20 hr at 421C in
a MAUI Hybridization System (BioMicro Systems, Salt Lake City,
UT). Arrays were then washed according to the manufacturer’s
recommendation and immediately scanned on a GenePix 4000
scanner (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

After scanning, we extracted data from images and achieved
within-array normalization using the manufacturer-provided soft-
ware (NimbleScan; NimbleGen Systems). Normalized log2 ratio
data were analyzed using two different analysis programs:
(SegMNT or DNA copy) NimbleScan and Gain and Loss Analysis
of DNA (GLAD) (www.bioconductor.org) [Hupe et al., 2004].
Both software programs report breakpoints for predicted deletions
or duplications in the patient (or test) sample relative to the
reference (GenBank File NM_004006.1) and also display results
graphically in a bar graph, where the y-axis indicates gain or loss of
material (1, gain; 0, normal; and–1, loss), while the x-axis indicates
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TABLE 1. List of Deletions andDuplications in the DystrophinGene�

AverageNimbleScan/GLAD predicted
breakpoint

Sample Start End Size of breakpoint Array results Southern/multiplex/MLPA results HGVS nomenclature

1Mv 31,995,179 31,584,297 410,882 del Ex45^Ex54 del Ex45^Ex52 c.6439-?_80271?del
2Mv 32,469,353 32,073,457 395,897 del Ex17^Ex44 del Ex17^Ex44 c.1993-?_64381?del
3Mv 31,811,249 31,608,059 203,190 del Ex48^Ex53 del Ex48^Ex52 c.6913-?_78721?del
4Mv 32,842,800 32,662,600 180,200 del Ex3^Ex7 del Ex3^Ex7 c.94-?_6491?del
5Mv 32,181,888 32,098,595 83,293 del Ex44 del Ex44 c.6291-?_64381?del
6Mv 32,003,438 31,855,778 147,661 del Ex45^Ex47 del Ex45^Ex47 c.6439-?_69121?del
7Mv 31,877,576 31,620,852 256,724 del Ex46^Ex52 del Ex46^Ex52 c.6615-?_76601?del
8Mv 31,824,256 31,637,403 186,853 del Ex48^Ex52 del Ex48^Ex52 c.6913-?_76601?del
9Mv 33,013,846 32,761,242 252,604 dup Ex2^Ex4 dup Ex2^Ex4 c.32-?_2641?dup
10Mv 31,784,750 31,736,250 48,500 del Ex49^Ex50 del Ex49^Ex50 c.7099-?_73091?del
11Mv 32,474,250 32,094,750 379,500 del Ex17^Ex44 del Ex17^Ex44 c.1993-?_64381?del
12Mv 32,794,750 32,676,750 118,000 dup Ex3^Ex7 dup Ex3^Ex7 c.94-?_6491?dup
13Mv 31,715,250 31,503,750 211,500 dup Ex51^Ex55 dup Ex51^55 c.7310-?_82171?dup
14Mv 31,645,750 31,533,250 112,500 del Ex53^Ex55 del Ex53^Ex55 c.7661-?_82171?del
15Mv 33,026,750 32,761,250 265,500 dup Ex2^Ex4 dup Ex2^Ex4 c.32-?_2641?dup
16Fv 31,864,405 31,555,638 308,767 del Ex46^Ex55 del Ex46^Ex55 c.66151?_82171?del
17Fv 31,781,840 31,736,096 45,744 del Ex49^Ex50 del Ex49^Ex50 c.7099-?_73091?del
18Fv 32,779,413 32,706,289 73,125 del Ex4^Ex7 del Ex3^Ex7 c.94-?_6491?del
19Fv 31,948,537 31,518,523 430,014 del Ex45^Ex55 del Ex45^Ex52 c.6439-?_82171?del
20Fv 31,799,723 31,723,560 76,164 del Ex49^Ex50 del Ex48^Ex50 c.7099-?_73091?del
21Fv 31,499,751 31,046,000 453,751 del Ex56^Ex79 del Ex56^Ex79 c.8218-?_110581?del
22Fv 31,495,434 31,046,000 449,434 del Ex56^Ex79 del Ex56^Ex79 c.8218-?_110581?del
23Fv 32,453,261 32,275,827 177,434 dup Ex18^Ex38 dup Ex18^Ex38 c.2169-?_54481?dup
24Fv 32,037,000 31,867,000 170,000 del Ex45 del Ex45 c.64391?_66141?del
25Fv 32,191,750 32,030,750 161,000 dup Ex44 dup Ex44 c.6291-?_64381?dup
26Fv 32,633,250 32,521,250 112,000 del Ex8^Ex13 del Ex8^Ex13 c.831-?16021?del
27Fv 32,622,750 32,313,750 309,000 del Ex10^Ex33 del Ex10^Ex33 c.961-?_46741?del
28Fv 31,969,750 31,703,750 266,000 del Ex45^Ex50 del Ex45^Ex50 c.6439-?_73091?del
29Fv 32,488,250 32,425,250 63,000 del Ex17^Ex19 del Ex17^Ex19 c.1993-?_23801?del
1Mc 32,719,450 32,575,950 143,500 del Ex8^Ex11 del Ex8^Ex11 c.650-?_13311?del
2Mc 33,026,750 32,761,250 265,500 dup Ex2^Ex4 dup Ex2^Ex4 c.32-?_2641?dup
3Mc 32,037,000 31,867,000 170,000 del Ex45 del Ex45 c.6439-?_66141?del
4Mc 31,981,750 31,563,750 418,000 del Ex45^Ex54 del Ex45^Ex54 c.6439-?_80271?del
5Mc 32,633,250 32,521,250 112,000 del Ex8^Ex13 del Ex8^Ex13 c.650-?_16021?del
6Mc 31,715,250 31,503,750 211,500 dup Ex51^Ex55 dup Ex51^Ex55 c.7310-?_82171?dup
7Mc 32,622,750 32,313,750 309,000 del Ex10^Ex33 del Ex10^Ex33 c.961-?_46741?del
8Mc 31,645,750 31,533,250 112,500 del Ex53^Ex55 del Ex53^Ex55 c.7661-?_82171?del
9Mc 31,969,750 31,703,750 266,000 del Ex45^Ex50 del Ex45^Ex50 c.6439-?_73091?del
10Mc 32,455,250 32,444,250 11,000 del Ex18 del Ex18 c.2169-?_22921?del
11Mc 32,488,250 32,425,250 63,000 del Ex17^Ex19 del Ex17^Ex19 c.1993-?_23801?del
12Mc 32,629,450 32,572,850 56,600 dup Ex8^Ex10 dup Ex8^Ex10 c.650-?_11491?del
13Mc 31,702,250 31,573,250 129,000 del Ex54 del Ex54 c.7873-?_80271?del
14Mc 31,989,750 31,578,750 411,000 del Ex45^Ex54 del Ex45^Ex54 c.6439-?_80271?del
15Mc 32,628,500 32,561,500 67,000 dup Ex8^Ex11 dup Ex8^Ex11 c.650-?_13311?dup
16Mc 31,661,000 31,641,000 20,000 del Ex52 del Ex52 c.7543-?_76601?del
17Mc 32,014,750 31,838,750 176,000 del Ex45^Ex47 del Ex45^Ex47 c.6439-?_69121?del
18Mc 32,212,750 31,720,250 492,500 dup Ex44^Ex50 dup Ex44^Ex50 c.6291-?_73901?dup
19Mc 31,615,750 31,607,250 8,500 del Ex51^Ex53 del Ex51^Ex53 c.7310-?_78721?del
20Mc 31,939,750 31,797,750 142,000 del Ex45^Ex48 del Ex45^Ex48 c.6439-?_70981?del
21Mc 32,000,750 31,874,250 126,500 del Ex45 del Ex45 c.6439-?_66141?del
22Mc 31,438,250 31,434,250 4,000 del Ex56 del Ex56 c.8218-?_83901?del
23Mc 32,092,250 31,979,750 112,500 dup Ex35^Ex44 dup Ex35^Ex44 c.4846-?_64381?dup
24Mc 32,518,250 32,484,250 34,000 dup Ex3^Ex16 dup Ex3^Ex16 c.94-?_19921?dup
25Mc 32,728,750 32,500,750 228,000 dup Ex3^Ex15 dup Ex3^Ex15 c.94-?_18121?dup
26Mc 31,921,250 31,886,250 35,000 del Ex45 del Ex45 c.6439-?_66141?del
27Mc 31,764,750 31,623,750 141,000 del Ex49^Ex52 del Ex49^Ex52 c.7099-?_76601?del
28Mc 32,590,500 32,452,500 138,000 dup Ex10 -Ex17 dup Ex10 -Ex17 c.961-?_21681?dup
29Mc 32,609,500 32,453,500 156,000 dup Ex10 -Ex17 dup Ex10 -Ex17 c.961-?_21681?dup
30Mc 31,870,250 31,667,750 202,500 del Ex46^Ex51 del Ex46^Ex51 c.6615-?_75421?del
31Mc 33,013,750 32,980,750 33,000 del intron1 c.311?_32-?del

32,899,250 32,888,250 11,000 del intron 2 c.931?_94-?del
32Fc 32,794,750 32,676,750 118,000 dup Ex3^Ex7 dup Ex3^Ex7 c.94-?_6491?dup
33Fc 32,191,750 32,030,750 161,000 dup Ex44 dup Ex44 c.6291-?_64381?dup
34Fc 32,628,750 32,557,750 71,000 dup Ex8^Ex11 dup Ex8^Ex11 c.650-?_13311?dup
35Fc 31,877,750 31,729,250 148,500 del Ex46^Ex50 del Ex46^Ex50 c.6615-?_73091?del
36Fc 32,834,250 32,485,250 349,000 dup Ex3^Ex16 dup Ex3^Ex16 c.94-?_19921?dup

�Samples listed included validation samples andmutations identi¢ed in clinical sample (GenBank ¢leNM_004006.1).
Mv, male validation; Fv, female validation; Mc, male clinical; Fc, female clinical; HGVS, HumanGenomeVariation Society.
Samples with reassigned breakpoints are shownwith gray shading.
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the position of each feature on the chromosome. For subsequent
clinical testing, analysis was performed using only the NimbleScan
software program.

Assessment of Array Quality

Array quality is assessed by control resequencing oligonucleo-
tides on each array that correspond to synthetic sequence designed
to have no cross-hybridization potential with any known sequence.
This sequence was designed to have three distinct sequencing
domains with different characteristics: the A, B, and C domains.
We resequenced both the forward and the reverse strands, so the
resequencing report has six distinct scores for the Cy3 channel and
six distinct scores for the Cy5 channel: A-forward and A-reverse;
B-forward and B-reverse; and C-forward and C-reverse.

The ‘‘A’’ domain contains long runs of G nucleotides that can be
difficult to synthesize; the ‘‘B’’ domain contains a large, perfect
hairpin sequence, whereas the ‘‘C’’ domain contains a straightfor-
ward domain that should always hybridize. Failure of domain ‘‘C’’
would indicate a catastrophic failure. Control DNA is spiked into
each experiment. A score of 0 to 100% is obtained, which
represents the sequencing fidelity and is a good indicator of the
quality of the microarray processes. This correlates well with the
overall performance of a microarray experiment.

RESULTS
Validation of CGH Array

Males. We performed array CGH on 15 male samples with
previously characterized structural mutations at the dystrophin
locus. All 11 deletion mutations, including the single-exon
mutation, were successfully detected (Table 1). Additionally, all
four duplications were identified by our CGH array. Overall, our
CGH array successfully identified mutations in all 15 samples.
Representative profiles for deletion and duplication mutations
using CGH are shown in Figure 2.
Reassignment of breakpoints in male controls. Using

our CGH microarray, we were able to reassign the deletion
breakpoint for two samples more precisely (Table 1). All results
were reconfirmed by multiplex PCR using exons included in the
deletion and exons flanking the deleted exons. Sample 1Mv was
previously found to have a deletion of exons 45 to 52 by multiplex

PCR of 32 exons. The CGH array reclassified this 30 deletion
boundary to exon 54 (c.6439-?_80271?del). Sample 3Mv was
previously found to have a deletion of exons 48 to 52 by multiplex
PCR of 32 exons. The CGH array showed that exon 53 was also
deleted in this sample (c.6913-?_78721?del).

Females. We performed array CGH on 14 female samples
with previously characterized structural mutations at the dystrophin
locus. All 12 deletion mutations, including one single-gene exon
deletion, were detected (Table 1). Two samples containing
duplications at the dystrophin locus were identified. Overall, our
CGH array successfully identified mutations in all 14 samples.
Representative profiles for deletion and duplication mutations
using CGH are shown in Figure 2.

Reassignment of breakpoints in female controls. Using
the CGH methodology, we were able to reassign deletion
breakpoints for two samples (Table 1). Sample 18Fv was previously
found to have a deletion of exons 3 to 7 by Southern blot. The
CGH array reclassified this 50 deletion boundary to exon 4 and
showed that exon 3 was not involved in the deletion (c.94-?_649
1?del). Sample 19Fv was previously found to have a deletion of
exons 45 to 52 by Southern blot. The CGH array showed that
exons 53–55 were also deleted in this sample (c.6439-?_82171

?del). All results were confirmed by MLPA.
Clinical samples. A total of 35 deletions and 14 duplica-

tions were detected in the clinical samples received at the Emory
Genetics Laboratory (Atlanta, GA) for clinical testing. There were
three deletions and four duplications in-frame and 32 deletions
and 10 duplications out-of-frame in the dystrophin transcript.
Samples for which there was no deletion or duplication detected
were subsequently sequenced for the entire coding region of the
dystrophin gene. From a total of 102 samples received in the period
from May 2006 to December 2007, 40% had deletions, 25% had
duplications, and 33% had point mutations, taking the combined
detection rate above 98% for patients with a clinical diagnosis of
DMD/BMD. This 98% detection rate is based on some deletions
and duplications being detected more than once in the patients
analyzed. There were no mutations detected in an affected female
with a possible but unconfirmed diagnosis of DMD, nor were any
detected in two females with a family history of muscular
dystrophy, type not specified. Duplications occurred more
frequently than noted in the literature, but the sample size was
insufficient to draw meaningful conclusions from this.

A novel double deletion was identified in an 18-year-old male
(Sample 31Mc) with the BMD phenotype. These deletions were
located in intron 1 (33013750–32980750: size 33 kb, c.311?_32-
?del) and intron 2 (32899250–32888250: size 11 kb, c.931?_94-
?del). A muscle biopsy sample from this patient was not available
to study the effect of these two deletions on the dystrophin
transcript. It is possible that these two deletions impair proper

FIGURE 1. Representative example ofdystrophinCGHarray design. A sample 240-bp region, including the entire exon 44 and 92 bp
of £anking intronic sequence, of the dystrophin gene shows array CGH probe distribution. Each thin blue line represents one probe.
Exon 44 is represented by the thick blue line at the bottom of the ¢gure. [Color ¢gure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

TABLE 2. Primers for Exon13

DMD
Ex13F

TGTAAA ACGACGGCCAGT
GAGATGTAGCAGAAATAAATTTCACCAT

DMD
Ex13R

CAGGAA ACAGCTATGACC
TACTTTTCAAGTTATAGTTCTTTTAAAGGACATAT
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splicing of exons 1–3 in the dystrophin gene. Most samples were
reported in an average turnaround time of 7–10 calendar days.

A summary of deletions and duplications identified in the clinical
laboratory are listed in Table 1. Representative single-exon and
multiple-exon deletions and duplications are shown in Figure 3. These
samples served as a complete validation for the CGH-based approach
for detecting deletions and duplications in the dystrophin gene. The
deletions and duplications used for validation spanned the entire
dystrophin gene sequence, establishing that the CGH array-based design
is sensitive for detecting mutations across the entire dystrophin gene.

Case Study

A deletion mutation of exons 8–13 was identified in a male
proband by CGH. Subsequent carrier testing on the mother’s
sample by CGH did not detect the exon 8–13 (c.831-?_16021

?del) deletion. MLPA was used for confirmation of the mother’s
result. MLPA showed no deletion of exons 8–12, but did indicate a
deletion of exon 13. Sequencing of exon 13 on the mother’s
sample detected a SNP (c.1554T4A: p.D518E) at the 30 end of
the forward probe (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 2. Validation of targeted CGH dystrophin array for males and females.The dystrophin coordinates are represented at the top,
with exons1^79 from right to left.The representative array results shown here formales and females are displayed in the scatter plot.
Each pair shows results of CGH analysis using NimbleGen DNACopy (A) and GLAD analysis (B).1) 15Mv: male with duplication of
exons 2^4; 2) 5Mv: male with deletion of exon 44; 3) 2Mv: male with deletion of exons 17^44; 4) 8Mv: male with deletion of exons
48^52;5) 16Fv: female with deletion of exons 46^55; 6) 20Fv: female with deletion of exons 49^50; and 7) 23Fv: female with dupli-
cation of exons18^38. [Color ¢gure can be viewed in the online issue,which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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DISCUSSION

Here we describe a novel CGH microarray-based testing
strategy that enables detection of deletions and duplications in
the dystrophin gene for both males and females. Completion of the
first stage of diagnostic testing is achieved with a custom-designed,
targeted CGH microarray capable of exhaustive detection of
deletions and duplications in the dystrophin genomic region. This
targeted array contains probes that cover the entire 2.2-Mb
genomic region of the dystrophin gene. All the unique sequences in
this 2.2-Mb genomic region are queried in our CGH assay,
including all exons, introns, 50 UTR, 30 UTR, and promoters of the
dystrophin gene, thereby enabling comprehensive detection of all
disease-causing deletions and duplications. If the presence of a
disease-causing deletion or duplication in a patient sample is ruled
out by the CGH assay, there is a second diagnostic step:
sequencing the dystrophin gene. In rare cases when a novel
intronic change is identified and a muscle biopsy is available, RNA
can be extracted from the muscle biopsy to search for evidence of a
splicing error (Fig. 5). In many cases a muscle biopsy may not be
available, but in light of the novel findings, one might be
warranted; another test that could be considered for this purpose is
the less invasive needle biopsy, which should be adequate for
isolating RNA.

Our diagnostic protocol using targeted CGH permits an
unmatched high-resolution analysis of the dystrophin gene. The
CGH microarray will not only identify deletions and duplications,
but also reveal previously unidentified deep intronic mutations.
Furthermore, our CGH array allows for enhanced detection of
duplications that may be missed by other technologies. Because of
the density of oligonucleotide probes on our CGH array, all

mutations are mapped very close to their exact nucleotide
breakpoint. The superior sensitivity and specificity of microarrays
allow accurate testing for female carriers, which is especially useful
when no affected male is available for testing. The CGH
microarray-based approach provides rapid results, is easy to
perform, overcomes the limitations inherent to other diagnostic
testing methodologies, and at the same time offers equivalent
detection sensitivity for males and females.

Most importantly, the CGH array can be reported in 7–10
calendar days, in marked contrast to the current turnaround of
3–4 weeks common to most clinical laboratories, hence the
rapidity of our testing procedure significantly improves the
turnaround time compared with other available methodologies.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of this array technology means
improved access to carrier and prenatal testing.

CGH arrays can be obtained from several manufacturers, so
their availability is not limited to a single source. The cost of
performing the CGH array is comparable to other methods, such
as Southern blot or MLPA, but the CGH array offers a significant
improvement in the sensitivity and accuracy of mutation detection
over the other techniques. The initial investment in this
technology is the requirement for a scanner, the cost of which
ranges from $50,000 to $100,000; however, most cytogenetic
laboratories and core facilities already have a scanner. The other
necessary but smaller equipment is usually readily available in most
clinical laboratories.

CGH Array Design

CGH array design is critical to the success of our assay. The
CGH array allows oversampling of the region, so that instead of

FIGURE 3. TargetedCGHdystrophin array for clinical samples.The dystrophin gene coordinates are represented at the top,with exons
1^79 from right to left.The representative array results shown here for males and females are displayed in the scatter plot. Each pair
shows results of CGH analysis using NimbleGen SegMNT.1) 10Mc: male with deletion of exon 18 (c.2169-?_22921?del); 2) 4Mc:
male with deletion of exons 45^54 (c.6439-?_80271?del); 3) 2Mc: male with duplication of exon 2^4 (c.32-?_2641?dup); 4)
23Mc: male with duplication of exons 35^44 (c.4846-?_64381?dup); 5) 31Mc: male with a 33-kb deletion in intron1 (c.311?_32-
?del) and an11-kb deletion in intron 2 (c.931?_94-?del); 6) 35Fc: female with deletion of exons 49^50 (c.6615-?_73091?del); and
7) 33Fc: female with duplication of exon 44 (c.6291-?_64381?dup); and 8) 34Fc: female with duplication of exons 8^11 (c.650-
?_13311?dup). [Color ¢gure can be viewed in the online issue,which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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relying on a single probe to detect a deletion or duplication event,
it is possible to have multiple probes covering an exon. The
availability of thousands of oligonucleotides means the ability to
cover the gene of interest with high density, thereby enabling
higher sensitivity and accuracy for mutation detection. Thus, the
ability to oversample a region gives the array-based assays a

tremendous advantage over other methods for detecting deletions
and duplications.

Advantages of CGHMicroarray

Use of a full genomic region CGH array confers a number of
advantages over an exon array or other diagnostic testing

FIGURE 4. CGHandMLPA analysis of exon 8^13 (c.650-?_16021?del) familial deletionmutation. A: Exons1^79 are represented on
the CGH scatter plot from right to left. Scatter plots shown are for CGH analysis on the male proband with deletion of exons 8^13
(above) and carrier testing for the proband’s mother for exons 8^13 showing no deletion of exons 8^13 (below). B: Con¢rmatory
analysis of the negative ¢ndings for themother usingMLPA showed no deletion of exons 8^12 and a deletion of exon13. Exonpeaks
are marked with black arrows, and exon13 is marked with a red arrow. Other peaks on the panel are internal controls for the MLPA
reaction. C: Subsequent sequencing of exon 13 on the maternal sample detected an SNP (c.1554T4A, p.D518E) where the MLPA
probe binds. Presence of the SNP interferedwith hybridization of the probe, giving the appearance of an exon13 deletion.
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technologies, like MLPA. The full genomic region array gives
approximate intronic boundaries of the mutation event, which
may prove useful in the future for targeted gene therapies, such as
exon-skipping strategies (Table 1). Reassignment of the break-
points for four previously characterized samples, two males and
two females, clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of this methodol-
ogy. These samples were characterized using multiplex PCR of 32
exons and Southern blotting. Multiplex PCR of 32 exons of the
dystrophin gene does not allow precise determination of the exact
exon breakpoint. Data generated from Southern blot is difficult to
interpret for duplications in males and both deletions and
duplications in females. Unlike MLPA, the full gene region CGH
microarray does not require probes to bind to specific genome
sequences, thereby reducing the chance of a false-positive finding
(Fig. 4). Since MLPA is available in a kit-based format from MRC-
Holland, it is not feasible for clinical laboratories to easily replace
troublesome probes in the kit. Most laboratories perform MLPA
assays in duplicate or triplicate to obtain consistent results. Finally,
the full genomic region microarray promises a more comprehensive
assessment of the mutational spectrum at the dystrophin locus,
including copy number variants (CNVs) within the dystrophin
genomic sequence [White and den Dunnen, 2006].

In about 1 to 2% of DMD/BMD patients, there is no causative
mutation identified in the dystrophin gene. In these cases the
diagnosis can be confirmed by immunohistochemical analysis of a
muscle biopsy. Over the past few years, several deep intronic
mutations have been described [Adachi et al., 2003; Buzin et al.,
2005; Chaturvedi et al., 2001; Fajkusova et al., 2001; Hofstra
et al., 2004; Tuffery-Giraud et al., 1999; van Essen et al., 2003].
Our targeted CGH array will allow for detection of these
previously missed deep intronic deletions and duplications. Further
functional studies, such as cDNA sequencing, will be required to
predict the effect of novel changes in the dystrophin gene.

CGH arrays have been used extensively for detecting genomic
rearrangements, and they are quickly becoming the preferred
methodology in cytogenetics laboratories worldwide [Cheung
et al., 2007]. Recently Dhami et al. [2005] have described the
utility of an exon array for identifying mutations. Using an exon
array, 31 patient samples were screened across an array containing
a total of 162 exons for five disease genes, including dystrophin; the
array detected copy number changes ranging from whole-gene
deletions and duplications to single-exon deletions and duplica-
tions in 100% of the cases.

Our custom-designed, high-density oligonucleotide microarray
will allow a detailed characterization of the mutational spectrum of
the dystrophin gene and will help us better understand its basic
genomic structure. While evidence suggests that deletions and
duplications occur nonrandomly, they may have a different
distribution across the genomic region. Two deletion hot spots in
the dystrophin gene are already known, but the mechanisms that
determine chromosome breaks in these regions remain a mystery.
Our inability to rapidly survey the large introns in the dystrophin

gene has hampered the description of breakpoint sequences
[Ferlini and Muntoni, 1998; Gualandi et al., 2003, 2006].

At the same time, the extent and significance of duplication
mutations in DMD/BMD has long been a matter of debate.
Duplication frequency is highest near the 50 end of the gene, with
a duplication of exon 2 being the single most common duplication
identified. Recently, White and den Dunnen [2006] reviewed the
duplication mutations in the dystrophin gene. In an unselected
patient series, the duplication frequency was 7%. In patients
already screened for deletions and point mutations, duplications
were detected in 87% of cases. A total of four complex,
noncontiguous rearrangements were found, two of which involved
a partial triplication. In one of the few cases where RNA was
analyzed, a seemingly contiguous duplication turned out to be a
duplication/deletion case generating a transcript with an un-
expected single-exon deletion and an initially undetected
duplication. These findings indicate that, for clinical laboratory
testing, an assay should allow for optimal detection of duplications
and, where possible, cDNA sequencing should be performed.

Microarray-Based DNADiagnosticTesting

The great flexibility of microarrays and the recent major
reductions in their cost, coupled with their need for minimal
laboratory space and personnel effort, make them a highly
attractive platform for diagnostic use. Microarray-based CGH
and sequencing could be combined for comprehensive mutation
detection in all known Mendelian single-gene disorders. We
envision different testing strategies depending upon the mutation
spectrum of the gene of interest. The dystrophin gene is a unique
example wherein the majority of the mutations are large deletions
and duplications; therefore, performing the CGH array is the first
logical step. For genes where a majority of the mutations are point
mutations, sequencing could be used first, followed by CGH array
to detect large deletions and duplications. It is worth considering
that prior technological limitations on the detection of deletions
and duplications may have led to an underestimation of the role
these mutations play in disease [White et al., 2006]. Furthermore,
for large genes or in cases where collections of genes are known to
harbor deletions or duplications that cause a disease phenotype,
development of a CGH can assess the entire collection of genes in
a rapid and cost-effective manner. Current CGH arrays can assay
more than 2 Mb of sequence per microarray, which translates to a
substantial capacity for diagnostic testing.

Recent advances in therapeutic interventions make identifying
mutations in the dystrophin gene more urgent. PTC124 was
recently described as a drug that induces readthrough of a
premature stop codon, without affecting the normal termination
codon [Hamed, 2006; Welch et al., 2007]. In addition, several
exon-skipping strategies are being pursued [Aartsma-Rus et al.,
2007; Wilton and Fletcher, 2006].

A microarray-based DMD and BMD test represents a huge leap
forward in DMD and BMD diagnosis, offering major advantages
over the other molecular diagnostic methodologies available today.
Furthermore, this assay significantly enhances mutation detection
in carrier females and in prenatal testing. Our findings lay the
groundwork for future studies to explore other affected pathways
by examining a large repertoire of dystrophin gene mutational
events. Understanding the biology of the way dystrophin gene
variants influence the expression of other genes in multiple
pathways would prove invaluable to the design, development, and
testing of customized therapeutic interventions for patients
suffering with DMD or BMD.

FIGURE 5. Dystrophin testing algorithm.
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